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Matthew W. Babb*

In 1996, California banned affirmative action in both state employment and state education. This ban extends to California’s universities, which are therefore prohibited from using race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin in faculty hiring and promotion as well as student admissions. As a result, California’s universities have had to think of alternative ways to improve the diversity of their faculty and students. One solution many California universities have adopted is to ask applicants for faculty positions or promotions to submit a statement describing their approach to diversity, equity, and inclusion. However, the use of diversity, equity, and inclusion statements in faculty hiring and promotion has come under significant criticism. Critics argue that basing faculty hiring and promotion on how an applicant approaches diversity, equity, and inclusion violates academic freedom and the First Amendment.

This Note addresses these criticisms and proposes a way forward. It argues that the criticisms levelled against diversity, equity, and inclusion statements only affect some of the ways these statements are implemented and used; other implementations and uses escape unscathed. In order to avoid the criticisms—and potential legal challenges—this Note makes two proposals. First, California universities should only use diversity, equity, and inclusion statements to evaluate applicants’ contributions to diversity, equity, and inclusion, and not applicants’ beliefs about these matters. Second, applicants’ contributions should be evaluated primarily in terms of their impacts on student post-graduation outcomes and research and scholarship.
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And so, in this great question of reconciling three vast and partially contradictory streams of thought, the one panacea of Education leaps to the lips of all:—such human training as will best use the labor of all men without enslaving or brutalizing; such training as will give us poise to encourage the prejudices that bulwark society, and to stamp out those that in sheer barbarity deafen us to the wail of imprisoned souls within the Veil, and the mounting fury of shackled men.

— W.E.B. Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk

INTRODUCTION

In 1996, California voters approved a state constitutional amendment that prohibits state employers, including state universities, from making hiring and promotion decisions on the basis of applicants’ race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin. It also prohibits state universities from using race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin in admissions decisions. This prohibition on considering race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin in university hiring and admissions has forced California universities to find alternative routes to promoting diversity. Beginning around 2018, public universities in California began adopting the use of diversity, equity, and inclusion (“DEI”) statements in their faculty hiring and promotion decisions. A DEI statement is a statement about an applicant’s contributions and commitments to diversity, equity, and inclusion on campus, in the classroom, and in the applicant’s research. Some universities, such as University of California at Los Angeles, have even adopted policies making it mandatory for faculty applicants to submit a DEI statement.

While the use of DEI statements does not violate California’s ban on affirmative action in hiring, opponents of DEI statements have

1. CAL. CONST. art. I, § 31(a).
2. Id.
4. Id.
argued that the use of such statements, especially when they are mandatory, in faculty hiring and promotions is a violation of academic freedom and constitutional free speech.\(^7\) However, less examined is the relationship of DEI statements to California public universities’ interests in promoting diversity, equity, and inclusion in higher education. Can the use of DEI statements in faculty hiring and promotion support these interests? How should California universities implement and use DEI statements to support these interests and to avoid infringing on the legal rights of applicants?

The foregoing and related questions are important to California educational law and policy. If the interests DEI statements can serve are not enough to overcome the legal challenges, then their use in faculty hiring and promotion may have to cease. In addition, the ramifications of placing academic freedom and free speech ahead of considerations of diversity, equity, and inclusion will have national effects, as universities in other states may also be precluded from using DEI statements in faculty hiring and promotion.

California stands at the forefront of initiatives to promote diversity, equity, and inclusion in higher education settings. While DEI statements do not guarantee a more diverse faculty or better representation in research or in the classroom, the use of these statements nevertheless holds significant promise.\(^8\) And, as will be discussed below, we have good reason to believe better representation within faculty and the classroom has significant educational and economic benefits for underrepresented students.\(^9\)

---


9. See discussion infra Section II.D.
Adding to the importance of this topic is the U.S. Supreme Court’s recent decision about the constitutionality of affirmative action in student admissions at publicly funded universities. While the Court did not hold that affirmative action in college admissions is per se unconstitutional, the Court did hold that affirmative action is subject to strict scrutiny—and that a college’s desire for diversity in its student population is not sufficient to pass strict scrutiny. While the impact of the Court’s decision is not yet clear, what is clear is California banned the use of affirmative action in its public university admissions back in 1996. There is a throughline from this ban to the current use of DEI statements at California’s universities. After all, the ban has meant California universities had to take alternative steps to improve the diversity of their student and faculty populations, which for years following the ban were woefully inadequate. Thus, given the Supreme Court’s recent ban on affirmative action in university admissions, California’s use of DEI statements will likely stand as one piece of a model for how to cope with the new legal reality.

This Note will proceed as follows. Part I lays out California’s ban on affirmative action and how this ban helps explain the use of DEI statements by California universities in faculty hiring and promotion. Part II then focuses on DEI statements themselves, how California universities are using them in faculty hiring and promotion, and the benefits of their use. Part III examines and responds to the legal objections that opponents have raised against the use of DEI statements, paying particular attention to objections based on academic freedom and constitutional free speech. In light of the preceding discussions, Part IV proposes placing only minimal restrictions on public

11. Id. at 2166–68.
universities’ use of DEI statements in faculty hiring and promotion. One restriction is that universities should not evaluate the beliefs about DEI that applicants express in their DEI statements; instead, universities should only evaluate an applicant’s contributions to DEI. The other restriction is that universities should evaluate an applicant’s contributions to DEI based on how well those contributions promote the core missions of a university. Finally, the Note concludes by returning to the Supreme Court’s recent decision about the constitutionality of affirmative action in university admissions and argues that California universities should, to the extent that they have not already, adopt the proposed minimal restrictions on using DEI statements in faculty hiring and promotions so that their uses of these statements can serve as models for a post–affirmative action world.

I. CALIFORNIA’S BAN ON AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

As may come as a surprise to those who know California to be amongst the most progressive states in the Union, the California Constitution currently prohibits affirmative action of any kind in employment decisions at public universities: “The State shall not discriminate against, or grant preferential treatment to, any individual or group on the basis of race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin in the operation of public employment, public education, or public contracting.”15 While this provision—call it “Section 31(a)”—has been repeatedly challenged both in courts16 and at the ballot box,17 it is still the law of the land in California. Surprisingly, the proportion of Californians who voted to keep Section 31(a) in 2020 was greater than the proportion that originally voted to enact it in 1996.18

It is important to pause and examine the scope of Section 31(a), for this provides the backdrop against which California has pursued

15. CAL. CONST. art. I, § 31(a) (emphasis added).
18. Id.
other means of combating underrepresentation in its universities. On the one hand, the provision ensures that discrimination on the basis of race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin does not occur in a school’s admissions process. Accordingly, no school can discount an application for one of those reasons. Moreover, Section 31(a) ensures that no one’s race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin counts as a plus factor in a school’s decision of whether to admit them. On the other hand, however, Section 31(a) does not prevent a state agency from taking other steps to improve diversity or equity. For example, government institutions are permitted to consider racial and other demographic information when formulating policies so long as they do not make any final decisions on the basis of individuals’ race, gender, color, ethnicity, or origin. Institutions are also permitted to use broad outreach and recruitment efforts, so long as such efforts do not impermissibly target those of a particular race, gender, color, ethnicity, or origin. Accordingly, while Section 31(a) limits how state agencies may decide who ultimately receives certain state benefits (including university admission), it does not prevent state agencies from taking steps to ensure that the pool of applicants from which they draw is as diverse as possible. It also does not prevent state agencies from taking steps to ensure that their institutions are welcoming to a diverse populace.

The limited scope of Section 31(a) allows it to be reconciled with certain California education statutes. The California Education Code requires higher education institutions to provide:

Educational equity not only through a diverse and representative student body and faculty but also through educational environments in which each person, regardless of race, gender, gender identity, gender expression, sexual

21. See Brown, 674 F.3d at 1132–33.
24. Id.
25. See id. at 60–61.
orientation, age, disability, or economic circumstances, has a reasonable chance to fully develop his or her potential.26

In addition, “[p]articular efforts should be made with regard to those who are historically and currently underrepresented in both their graduation rates from secondary institutions and in their attendance at California higher educational institutions.”27 Were Section 31(a) to prevent considerations of race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin to play a role in any state actions, these provisions of the Education Code would likely be unconstitutional. But since Section 31(a) has been limited to admission decisions, the door is open for California universities to adopt policies outside the admissions process that have a likelihood of indirectly increasing the diversity of those students who are ultimately admitted. Such policies are how California universities can fulfill the foregoing duties proscribed by the Education Code without running afoul of Section 31(a).

California colleges have adopted a number of policies and programs, consistent with Section 31(a), that are designed to fulfill their mandate to promote student body diversity.28 They have increased outreach to and involvement in underrepresented communities,29 eliminated consideration of standardized test scores in admissions decisions,30 and adopted strong anti-discrimination and anti-harassment

26. CAL. EDUC. CODE § 66010.2(c) (2012).
27. Id. § 66010.2(a).
policies.\footnote{31 See Univ. of Cal. L.A., Off. of the Dean of Students, Student Code of Conduct, § II.C.102.11, https://deanofstudents.ucla.edu/individual-student-code/#c_prohibited_behavior [https://perma.cc/8PHA-2CP3]; see also Cal. State Univ., CSU Policy Prohibiting Discrimination, Harassment, Sexual Misconduct, Sexual Exploitation, Dating Violence, Domestic Violence, Stalking, and Retaliation (Jan. 22, 2023), https://calstate.policystat.com/policy/10926024/latest/#autoid-dg6wx [https://perma.cc/Q3JW-9A6P].} We will return to each of these attempts to increase student body diversity below. For now, what should be noted is that outreach, community involvement, and eliminating use of standardized tests appear aimed at increasing the overall diversity of the applicant pool, whereas anti-discrimination and anti-harassment measures appear aimed at maintaining the diversity that already exists on campuses. After all, a weak approach to discrimination and harassment is a good way to lose students who come to feel uncomfortable or unwelcome at the university they have chosen to attend.

It is against the foregoing backdrop that California universities have begun requiring that applicants for faculty positions and promotions submit a statement with their application dossiers that outlines their past and future contributions to diversity, equity, and inclusion.

II. DIVERSITY, EQUITY, AND INCLUSION STATEMENTS AT CALIFORNIA UNIVERSITIES

A. The Contents of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Statements

To ask what are DEI statements is to ask what applicants are to write in one. In the most general—and unhelpful—terms, DEI statements are supposed to describe something about an applicant’s relationship to diversity, equity, and inclusion. Much of the confusion about DEI statements turns on the fact that not everyone agrees about what this something should or can be. For our purposes, it will be useful to divide the potential contents of a DEI statement along three dimensions.

First, a DEI statement could describe an applicant’s contributions to or involvement in diversity, equity, and inclusion.\footnote{32 See Karen B. Schmaling et al., Diversity Statements: How Faculty Applicants Address Diversity, 8 J. Diversity Higher Educ. 213, 214 (2015). For the purpose of this Note, I treat “contributions” and “involvement” as conceptually equivalent.} The contributions an applicant describes can be her actual prior contributions to DEI efforts, or they can be the future contributions that the applicant plans on making.\footnote{33 See id.} For example, an applicant can describe how she
has diversified the authors or topics covered in her courses, or how she has mentored underrepresented students, or how DEI has played a role in her research and scholarship, or how she has participated in DEI committees or programs. Similarly, regarding planned future contributions, she can describe how she intends to continue her current activities or how she plans to expand on these efforts. The central characteristic of one’s contributions to DEI, whether past or planned future, is that these are the activities one has or wishes to engage in that promote DEI in the life of the university.

Second, a DEI statement could describe an applicant’s beliefs about or commitments to diversity, equity, and inclusion. For example, an applicant could describe why she believes DEI is important, what she believes DEI amounts to, or how she believes DEI is best achieved. She might also describe the beliefs and commitments motivating the DEI activities in which she has previously or plans to engage.

Finally, a DEI statement could describe an applicant’s personal experiences with diversity. In the California context, this dimension is fraught because the ban on affirmative action extends to public employment. Of course, California universities do not automatically violate the ban if applicants, of their own accord, describe their personal backgrounds in their DEI statements. But a university will violate the ban if it treats this information as a plus factor supporting an applicant’s candidacy. Again, California universities shall not “grant preferential treatment to[] any individual or group on the basis of race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin in the operation of public employment.” Nevertheless, a university might permit an applicant’s membership in an underrepresented group to serve as a proxy for their DEI contributions. It is not clear whether allowing an applicant’s underrepresented status to equate to a DEI contribution violates California’s affirmative action ban. The reason it might is that an underrepresented applicant may have made no previous contributions to DEI, in

34. See id.
35. See id.
36. See id.
38. See Schmaling et al., supra note 32, at 214.
40. See id.
41. Id.
which case their underrepresented status alone may be what advances their application.

An applicant can describe any of the foregoing—contributions, beliefs, personal experiences—in her DEI statement without describing the others. Granted, it is natural to draw certain inferences from one dimension of a DEI statement to another. For example, if an applicant has made numerous and substantive contributions to DEI over her career, then it is natural to infer that she believes contributing to DEI is good. Similarly, one might think the inference from being a member of an underrepresented group to having contributed to DEI efforts to be so natural as to automatically infer the latter from the former. Still, it is critically important to keep DEI contributions, beliefs, and personal experiences distinct. We have already seen what might happen if contributions and membership are equated: the result may be a violation of California’s affirmative action ban. The distinction between one’s contributions to DEI and one’s beliefs about DEI is of equal importance. After all, one can contribute to diversity while at the same time believe that her contributions are pointless or wrong-headed. One might even contribute to DEI and at the same time advocate for doing away with such practices. This is no different than those university professors who believe that teaching is a waste of their precious research time and yet reliably and aptly teach their classes each term.42 We will return to the distinction between contributions, beliefs, and personal experiences below.

B. How California Universities Are Implementing and Using Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Statements

California universities have implemented and used DEI statements in a variety of ways. First, universities can either give applicants the option of submitting a DEI statement or require them to submit one. When California universities first introduced DEI statements into faculty hiring and promotion, they were largely optional: applicants were given the choice of whether to submit one with their dossier.43 But California universities have since shifted towards making DEI statements mandatory. Most University of California campuses now

43. See Schmaling et al., supra note 32, at 213–14.
require submission of DEI statements with applications for faculty positions or promotions.44

Second, either university administration or a hiring department can implement the use of DEI statements. DEI statements are administration-implemented when a university’s administrative staff recommends or requires their use and sets parameters for that use, including what applicants should address in their statements and how the statements will be evaluated. By contrast, DEI statements are department-implemented when it is the hiring department that determines whether and how the statements are to be used. The Academic Council of the University of California’s Academic Senate unanimously adopted a policy recommendation that encourages the use of administration-implemented mandatory DEI statements in hiring and promotion across all University of California campuses.45 As of the time of writing, administrations at nine of the ten campuses have adopted policies making submission of such statements mandatory for faculty positions and promotions.46 By contrast, while the administration at University of California at Berkeley generally does not require applicants to submit DEI statements, many hiring departments at the university do.47

Third, universities can use DEI statements in hiring, promotion, or both. California universities use DEI statements for both faculty hiring and promotion.48 Applicants for faculty positions submit their DEI statement with their application dossier, which typically also includes a curriculum vitae, a statement about the applicant’s past and future research, and a statement about the applicant’s approach to teaching.49 Applicants for tenure and other faculty promotions, such as to full professor, similarly include their DEI statement in their

45. Id. at 3.
46. See id. at 2. Since the University of California’s Academic Senate published its policy, University of California at Santa Barbara has also made diversity statements a requirement for faculty position applications. Statements of Inclusive Excellence, U.C. SANTA BARBARA, https://evc.ucsb.edu/diversity/inclusive-excellence [https://perma.cc/3YF4-SRU6].
47. JOINT RECOMMENDATIONS, supra note 44, at 2 n.2.
48. Id. at 2–5.
49. See Schmaling et al., supra note 32, at 213.
application dossier, alongside other materials that can establish why the applicant deserves the promotion.50

Fourth, universities can either use DEI statements to pre-screen applicants prior to reviewing the rest of applicants’ materials or review DEI statements alongside applicants’ entire dossiers. In 2018–2019, University of California at Berkeley and University of California at Davis used DEI statements to pre-screen applicants for certain faculty positions.51 These two universities required applicants to submit DEI statements.52 These statements were then read and evaluated prior to any other part of an applicant’s dossier.53 If an applicant’s DEI statement failed to receive a passing score, she was removed from consideration; if the applicant received a passing score on her DEI statement, she would move on in the process and the remainder of her dossier would be reviewed.54 Using DEI statements to pre-screen applicants is particularly controversial because some candidates with otherwise excellent scholarship or teaching experience may be ruled out prior to search committees even being aware of the applicant’s scholarship or teaching.55 The alternative to using DEI statements to pre-screen applicants is to review these statements alongside applicants’ entire dossiers and treat the statements as one element among the many in deciding whether a particular applicant’s candidacy should move forward. This more holistic use of DEI statements has been the approach of, for example, University of California at Los Angeles.56

Lastly, regarding the evaluation of DEI statements, schools or departments can adopt rubrics and score DEI statements along specified metrics,57 or they can take a more open-ended approach to evaluating DEI statements.58 Alongside evaluating a statement’s overall quality,
rubrics can assign scores tracking each of the dimensions discussed in Section II.A: contributions, beliefs, and personal experiences.\(^{59}\) A university’s rubric might be even more fined-grained, evaluating applicants for different kinds of DEI contributions (e.g., diversity in the classroom, diversity in administrative activities, diversity in scholarship) or their views on different aspects of diversity, equity, and inclusion (e.g., what counts as “diverse”).

The foregoing discussion highlights that DEI statements can be implemented and used in a large variety of ways. DEI statements might be optional, department-implemented, for hiring and promotion, not for pre-screening, and unscored. Or they might be required, administration-implemented, for hiring only, for pre-screening, and scored. Indeed, as we have seen, University of California campuses have tried several implementation and use permutations. More important for present purposes, however, is the confusion that this variability can engender. Often, objections to DEI statements are cast in general language, when in fact the objection targets only a particular kind of implementation or use. Untangling this confusion is an aim of Part III below.

C. The Primary Goals of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Statements

It is no secret that one of the goals of DEI statements is to improve diversity, equity, and inclusion within faculty populations.\(^{60}\) Even at California’s public universities, faculty populations have notoriously skewed white and male.\(^{61}\) But, as we have already seen, California prohibits an applicant’s membership in an underrepresented class from being treated as a plus factor when determining whether the applicant should be hired.\(^{62}\) However, the ban on affirmative action does not extend to treating an applicant’s contributions or beliefs concerning DEI as plus factors.\(^{63}\) Moreover, data shows that using DEI statements

---

59. See discussion supra Section II.A.

60. Flaherty, supra note 8.


62. See discussion supra Part I.

63. See Am. C.R. Found. v. Berkeley Unified Sch. Dist., 172 Cal. App. 4th 207, 220 (Ct. App. 2009) (“The ballot pamphlet materials reinforce our view that section 31 was not intended to
does in fact improve faculty diversity. Thus, DEI statements are an alternative and viable route for California universities to improve faculty diversity, equity, and inclusion, despite the ban on affirmative action.

DEI statements can also help universities make curricula and the contents of courses more diverse, equitable, and inclusive. It would come as little surprise that an applicant who says that she contributes to DEI by diversifying the authors and topics covered in her courses would then go on to cover diverse authors and topics after being hired.

Another goal that is never far from a university’s mind and that DEI statements can help achieve is diversity in student populations. California is the second most demographically diverse state in the Union, yet the students who are admitted or enroll at California universities do not mirror California’s demographics. One possible explanation for these disparities, beyond pointing the finger at California’s ban on affirmative action, is that many underrepresented students do not feel welcome at California’s public universities. This may be because the courses at these universities do not meaningfully cover non-white authors or topics attuned to diverse students’ lives and cultures. It is no stretch to believe that hiring faculty committed to DEI efforts can improve this situation (if such it be).

One last goal that DEI statements might help California universities achieve is promoting scholarship on diverse, equitable, and inclusive topics. At present, there is not much data on the relationships between DEI statements and diversity in scholarship. Nevertheless, the connection between the two appears straightforward. If an applicant both has a track record researching diverse topics and expresses an intent to continue doing so in her DEI statement, then this can provide

---

64. Flaherty, supra note 8.
a university with a measure of assurance that the applicant will in fact continue her endeavors should she be hired.

D. The Downstream Benefits of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Statements

There are also noteworthy downstream benefits of using DEI statements in addition to achieving the above goals (which can also be construed as benefits in their own right). One benefit is that DEI statements can improve student learning outcomes. A substantial body of research has shown that diverse representation of authors and viewpoints in the classroom improves educational outcomes for all students, and improvements are even more pronounced for underrepresented groups.68 DEI statements can contribute to these improvements by helping universities hire faculty that can and will teach diverse authors and perspectives. An unfortunate fact about the American higher education experience is that most disciplines have developed “canons” that expose students to a very narrow range of thinkers and viewpoints.69 Even more unfortunate is that these thinkers and the sources of these viewpoints tend to be racially, sexually, and ethnically homogenous.70 To be sure, such individuals have made significant contributions to their respective disciplines. However, that does not mean others outside of this group have not also made significant contributions, nor does it mean that only these thinkers and their views should be represented in the classroom. The argument is simply that there is good pedagogical reason to diversify the canons of each discipline, to the extent they are not diverse, and expose students to a racial, sexual, ethnic, and cultural variety of thinkers and viewpoints—namely, that it can lead to better learning outcomes for students.71 DEI statements are exceptionally useful here, as they can help a hiring committee determine an applicant’s capacity to realize these pedagogical benefits.


70. Id.

The impacts of diverse representation in educational content are particularly important in a diverse state like California. Studies have shown that underrepresented students benefit from being exposed to diverse authors and viewpoints.\(^{72}\) It can improve test scores and grades and reduce attrition rates.\(^{73}\) Reduction in attrition is especially important, as attrition rates amongst underrepresented groups are relatively high in California,\(^{74}\) and a student who does not graduate will lose out on the downstream benefits of holding a college degree. To be clear, this is not to say that only underrepresented students benefit from diversity in educational content; all groups can benefit from such content. Rather, it means that diverse content can help close the well-known and long-standing educational gap between underrepresented and non-underrepresented students.\(^{75}\) California has long been trying to close this gap,\(^{76}\) and so the state has all the more reason to want to implement and use DEI statements, insofar as these statements can increase the diversity of authors and viewpoints being taught in its higher education classrooms.

Another benefit of California universities using DEI statements, thereby diversifying educational content, is improved student economic outcomes and preparation for work in California.\(^{77}\) Improved economic outcomes in the forms of higher employment rates, better pay, and more upward mobility can, in part, be attributed to improved grades and lower attrition rates.\(^{78}\) But by increasing diversity in the classroom and on campus as a whole, the use of DEI statements in hiring and promotion can also lead to graduates being better prepared

---


73. Id.


75. See Dee & Penner, supra note 72, at 128.


to work in a diverse workforce, which in turn may make graduates more appealing to employers.\textsuperscript{79} Many California employers have committed themselves to increasing the diversity of their workforces and at the same time creating inclusive and welcoming environments for such workforces.\textsuperscript{80} Unsurprisingly, these employers want to hire employees who can contribute to both of these goals.\textsuperscript{81} Using DEI statements is one step California universities can take to prepare students to do just that.

In addition to the benefits DEI statements can have for students, they can also have downstream benefits for research and scholarship. It is important to acknowledge that academic employment, and especially the path to and attainment of tenure, often serves as a de facto prerequisite to pursuing one’s research and scholarship.\textsuperscript{82} Those who do not get a tenure-stream faculty position often lack opportunities to conduct their research, write out their results, and receive feedback to improve both.\textsuperscript{83} This is one of the major issues with universities increasingly relying on adjunct faculty to teach classes: such faculty have to teach more than tenure-stream faculty and, as a result, lack the time and energy to pursue their own work.\textsuperscript{84} Thus, not only do faculty hiring committees choose who to hire, but they also ultimately choose the kinds and areas of research and scholarship that will be pursued. This is an incredible amount of power for anyone to hold, and it is unclear how well hiring committees wield this power. In particular, academic research and scholarship have often been criticized for over-focusing on narrow and idiosyncratic topics\textsuperscript{85} and for ignoring questions and viewpoints that concern underrepresented groups.\textsuperscript{86} In short,

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{81} We Pledge to Act on Supporting More Inclusive Workplaces, CEO ACTION FOR DIVERSITY & INCLUSION, https://www.ceoaction.com/pledge [https://perma.cc/D27B-LAX6].
\item \textsuperscript{83} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{84} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{85} Jeffrey Funk & Gary Smith, The Hyper-Specialization of University Researchers, MIND MATTERS (Oct. 4, 2022), https://mindmatters.ai/2022/10/the-hyper-specialization-of-university-researchers/ [https://perma.cc/S9XZ-CE2L].
\item \textsuperscript{86} See Bas Hofstra et al., The Diversity-Innovation Paradox in Science, 117 PROC. NAT’L ACAD. SCI. U.S. 9284, 9287–88 (2020).
\end{itemize}
academic research and scholarship have often overlooked or ignored the experiences of large portions of the population. As before, this omission is particularly problematic for a diverse state like California. DEI statements can help rectify this problem and thereby improve research and scholarship by identifying applicants with more inclusive research focuses.

III. RESPONDING TO LEGAL OBJECTIONS TO DIVERSITY, EQUITY, AND INCLUSION STATEMENTS

California universities have been at the forefront of using DEI statements in faculty hiring and promotions, blazing the trail for other universities to use them as well. However, with the fanfare has come criticism. We now turn to the legal challenges confronting the implementation and use of DEI statements at California’s universities. Many critics have framed their challenges around DEI statements that are mandatory or administration-implemented. But, as we will see, these challenges are red herrings. Whether mandatory, administration-implemented, or otherwise, the primary issue concerns giving applicants who submit a DEI statement and therein describe their support for DEI efforts an advantage over applicants who either do not submit a DEI statement or do not support DEI efforts.

The major legal challenges to DEI statements center around the First Amendment and constitutional free speech. DEI statements have been accused of running afoul of constitutional free speech in three ways: by violating academic freedom, by constituting viewpoint discrimination, and by chilling free expression. This part treats each of these challenges in turn. The primary concern is not only identifying how exactly DEI statements can give rise to these issues but also showing that these issues are not as serious as they may appear.

A. Academic Freedom

A common objection to DEI statements is that their use violates academic freedom by forcing applicants to learn, teach, study, or otherwise engage diverse topics and authors. Academic freedom is a
confusing concept. Some treat it as meaning that potential and actual university faculty should be free to pursue whatever topics and in whatever manner they so please. Call this “individual academic freedom,” as it concerns the freedom of individual potential or actual faculty members. Of course, individual academic freedom is something of a myth. No applicant or actual faculty member at a university has such unbounded freedom. Often departments are looking to hire individuals who are researching a particular topic or in a particular area; anyone working outside of that topic or area will not get the job. Worse, if an applicant decides to pursue a line of research or a methodology that will be difficult to pass peer review, he is unlikely to get published and, as a result, has little chance of being hired as tenure-track faculty and even less chance of receiving tenure. This last point is particularly important because it means that unless someone takes measures to hire and promote such academics, they are likely to be pushed out of academia early in their careers—in which case they will have no chance of enjoying any amount of academic freedom. In short, there is not much to be called individual academic freedom: the game is already rigged so that anyone who wants to make a career in academia must choose to pursue the kinds of research and scholarship that universities or departments are hiring for, that will lead to publications, and that will eventually lead to tenure. Asking applicants also to engage in DEI efforts is a drop in the bucket compared to the restrictions they are already under.

It must be a different kind of academic freedom of which DEI statements putatively run afoul. One alternative conception of academic freedom—call it “discipline academic freedom”—focuses not on what individual academics wish to research and study but rather on what disciplines, treated as autonomous collectives, wish to have researched and studied. According to discipline academic freedom, as
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understood here, the standards and ultimate determinations about who
should be hired and promoted and what should be studied within a
given discipline should be decided by members of the discipline. Brian
Leiter has argued that DEI statements violate discipline academic free-
dom precisely because they encroach on a discipline’s freedom to
choose its members and what research will be pursued.94 According to
Leiter, under the proscriptions of discipline academic freedom, “it
must be genuinely optional for departments to require diversity state-
ments: They must be free to exercise their academic judgment to the
effect that such statements serve no purpose in their discipline.”95
Moreover, “it is not enough that a particular department claims that
‘diversity’ statements are relevant; it must really be the case that dis-
ciplinary peers concur.”96

No doubt, some uses of DEI statements can violate discipline ac-
demic freedom. For example, administration-implemented manda-
tory DEI statements will violate discipline academic freedom by im-
posing a hiring requirement upon particular academic departments. Of
course, as Leiter acknowledges, such violations can be avoided if the
departments approve of or consent to the administration’s adoption of
mandatory DEI statements.97 But if the administration unilaterally
adopts the mandatory use of DEI statements, then they will effectively
be taking away some of the hiring departments’ freedom to choose
who will be a member of their respective disciplines and what topics
will be researched.98 But it is far less clear whether any other uses of
DEI statements step on the toes of discipline academic freedom. If use
of DEI statements is optional rather than mandatory, then the ultimate
choice whether to use them will be left to each hiring department. And
if use of DEI statements is mandatory but department-implemented,
rather than administration-implemented, then again there is no in-
fringement on discipline academic freedom because in this case it will
have been the members of the discipline itself who chose to require
applicants to submit a DEI statement. Thus, DEI statements will run
afoul of discipline academic freedom in a very narrow range of cases,
namely, when they are administration-implemented, mandatory, and
imposed on hiring departments that did not agree to their use.

94. The Legal Problem with Diversity Statements, supra note 7.
95. Id.
96. Id.
97. Id.
98. Id.
Though DEI statements only infringe on discipline academic freedom in a narrow range of cases, we should still step back and ask whether discipline academic freedom should be absolute or limited. If it is absolute, then no university should use administration-implemented mandatory DEI statements. However, are there interests that can outweigh discipline academic freedom, such that when these interests are in play a university would be justified in using even administration-implemented mandatory DEI statements? While the proponents of academic freedom like to point out that diversity initiatives can be (but by no means necessarily are) in tension with a university’s interest in producing knowledge and advancing inquiry, they also tend to overlook that universities have another interest: educating students and preparing them for their future endeavors. To necessarily place the pursuit of knowledge and inquiry over student success is to demand that universities make student success necessarily subservient to the advancement of knowledge and inquiry, even to the point of sacrificing substantial gains in student success for marginal gains in scholarly advancement. It is also to ignore—if not contribute to—America’s faltering educational system. The argument, then, is that the benefits DEI statements have for student success can be worth the price of administrations infringing on discipline academic freedom by mandating the use of DEI statements in faculty hiring and promotion.

But perhaps discipline academic freedom is also the wrong kind of academic freedom to which universities should be aspiring. A third conception of academic freedom is university or institutional academic freedom, according to which it is universities themselves that have the freedom to choose who should be hired and what research topics are worthy of pursuit. While individual and discipline academic freedom both have their proponents, university academic freedom is the only kind that the U.S. Supreme Court has explicitly

100. See Dorothy Gambrell, America’s Broken Education System: How We’re Failing Schools, BLOOMBERG (Sept. 2, 2022, 5:00 AM), https://www.bloomberg.com/features/2022-us-broken-education-system/ [https://perma.cc/7FK4-7TJY].
101. See discussion supra Section II.D.
102. Yudof, supra note 90, at 832.
Moreover, university academic freedom is compatible with virtually any implementation and use of DEI statements. For example, a university would be free to decide that DEI statements must be used in hiring and promotion decisions, and it could even require that applicants meet criteria in their DEI statements that have little or no relation to their individual teaching or research, so long as the criteria have some relation to the goals of the university. But it is also consistent with university academic freedom for a university to decide to leave the implementation and use of DEI statements to hiring departments. Thus, if university academic freedom is the only legally recognized kind of academic freedom, then universities have little to worry about.

**B. Viewpoint Discrimination**

Another objection to DEI statements is that their use in faculty hiring and promotion constitutes viewpoint discrimination by giving preference to pro-DEI candidates. Put more dramatically, DEI statements are disguised “political tests” designed to suss out who sufficiently supports diversity, equity, and inclusion efforts, and who does not. The Supreme Court introduced the viewpoint discrimination doctrine relatively recently and grounded it in the First Amendment. At its core, the doctrine states that “[t]he First Amendment does not permit [the government] to impose special prohibitions on those speakers who express views on disfavored subjects,” nor does it permit the government to grant preferential treatment to those who express views on favored subjects. The charge, then, is that DEI statements do just that—they impose prohibitions on speakers who hold adverse or indifferent views about DEI. Insofar as such views place an applicant at a disadvantage compared to applicants who express pro-
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DEI viewpoints, the use of DEI statements amounts to unconstitutional viewpoint discrimination.\textsuperscript{109}

Two points in response to this objection. First, the objection applies only to the extent that universities evaluate DEI statements for the beliefs expressed therein. Opponents of DEI statements often conflate two of the dimensions along which these statements might be evaluated: the applicant’s contributions to DEI and her beliefs about DEI. While it is natural to infer that someone who actively contributes to DEI also believes that DEI efforts are good or praiseworthy, it is a fallacy to think that one who contributes to something \textit{must} believe the thing is praiseworthy. Just because I play tennis does not mean I believe playing tennis is right, good, or otherwise praiseworthy. I might, after all, have other reasons for playing tennis, including keeping a promise to a friend to play or earning a paycheck. I might even play for one of these reasons despite also believing that in and of itself tennis is a pointless activity. Similarly, many people work jobs that make them unhappy.\textsuperscript{110} Call the assumption that just because someone does some activity—even does it well—they must also believe the activity is good “the action-belief fallacy.”

It is fairly easy to find instances of the action-belief fallacy in the debate about DEI statements:

In academia, diversity statements have speech-like elements, in that they are written statements by academics, describing their teaching, and, at some schools, their scholarship. \textit{The required statement commits a professor to a particular view and approach to scholarship and teaching.}\textsuperscript{111}

It is not merely requiring a professor to embrace university policy, but to be a champion of it. A professor is not allowed to do the bare minimum, \textit{but is expected to go beyond that}

\textsuperscript{109}. Sometimes this objection is put in terms of DEI statements being unconstitutional political tests. According to the U.S. Supreme Court, a university cannot condition a faculty member’s employment on not holding (or holding) certain political views, not even a belief in communism during the Cold War. Keyishian v. Bd. of Regents of Univ. of State of N.Y., 385 U.S. 589 (1967). Insofar as pro-DEI views are political in the sense defined by the Court, the argument goes, the use of DEI statements again violates the First Amendment.


\textsuperscript{111}. Goldberg, \textit{supra} note 7, at 663 (emphasis added).
and affirmatively embrace the university’s policies on diversity.\textsuperscript{112}

It is hard to see at first, but once the unquestioned inference from contributions to a belief (or commitment or embrace) about DEI is made apparent, it is hard to unsee.

If a university’s use of DEI statements is to constitute viewpoint discrimination, it can only be because the university penalizes applicants for the beliefs about DEI that applicants express in their statements (or for the lack of expressed beliefs). However, that does not mean that universities cannot ask and evaluate applicants for their contributions to DEI. That is, while a university likely cannot penalize a faculty applicant for writing that she believes DEI efforts are pointless, that should not bar the university for penalizing the applicant for having made no or minimal contributions to DEI. There is a direct analogy to teaching here: universities should not penalize faculty applicants who believe teaching is a distraction from their research and should be done by someone else, but universities can penalize applicants who have never taught or who refuse to teach.\textsuperscript{113} In short, the U.S. Supreme Court’s viewpoint discrimination doctrine should only, if at all, restrict universities from evaluating faculty applicants’ beliefs about DEI. It should not restrict them from evaluating applicants’ DEI contributions. To be sure, this does not mean applicants should be prohibited from expressing their beliefs about DEI in their DEI statements. Rather, it just means that universities should avoid evaluating these beliefs when making hiring or promotion decisions.

Second, setting aside the foregoing, it is far from clear how the U.S. Supreme Court’s viewpoint discrimination doctrine operates in the context of public university faculty employment—which is at issue here. In general, the price a person has to pay to be a government employee is giving up some First Amendment protections.\textsuperscript{114} Under certain conditions, a government agency may engage in viewpoint discrimination when its employees, including public university faculty, are speaking in their official capacities.\textsuperscript{115} However, less clear is what the conditions are for determining when a public university may engage in viewpoint discrimination, especially as regards faculty speech
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in teaching and scholarship. In *Garcetti v. Ceballos*, the Court explicitly avoided this question: “We need not, and for that reason do not, decide whether the analysis we conduct today would apply in the same manner to a case involving speech related to scholarship or teaching.” This has resulted in a split amongst the circuit courts, with some circuits holding that the standard set out in *Garcetti* applies to the teaching and scholarship of university faculty and other circuits instead holding that some other non-*Garcetti* standard applies.

Brian Soucek has aptly described the *Garcetti* standard, the competing standards proposed by some circuit courts, and how each of these standards apply to university faculty speech—so we do not need to retread those grounds here. The important point for present purposes is that no matter which standard ultimately wins out, universities will have the ability to engage in viewpoint discrimination as regards the expressed opinions of their faculty. Given that hiring and promoting faculty who are committed to diversity, equity, and inclusion can support a university’s goals and provide important downstream benefits to students, there is little reason to believe that the use of DEI statements in faculty hiring and promotion necessarily constitutes a prohibited form of viewpoint discrimination. Rather, a university will have to ensure that the beliefs about DEI that the university prefers are adequately grounded in the university’s legitimate goals and missions.

**C. Chilled Speech**

The last objection to DEI statements that one might come across is that DEI statements violate the First Amendment by chilling speech. This objection is related to the previous one concerning
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viewpoint discrimination. But instead of focusing on what the university is in effect doing in using DEI statements, this objection focuses on the effects DEI statements have on applicants. Applicants adverse or indifferent to DEI efforts may feel compelled to keep their views to themselves both in their DEI statements and in general. First Amendment standards “must give the benefit of any doubt to protecting rather than stifling speech.”

Despite chilled speech being the least discussed objection to DEI statements, it appears to be the most compelling. If a university’s use of DEI statements pressures some applicants to say (or not to say) things that they otherwise would not say (or would say), then these applicants may have a workable First Amendment claim. This is all the more reason for public universities, including California’s universities, to focus DEI statements on applicants’ contributions to DEI and not on applicants’ beliefs about DEI.

IV. MINIMAL LIMITATIONS FOR DIVERSITY, EQUITY, AND INCLUSION STATEMENTS

Some have urged placing substantial restrictions on the implementation and use of DEI statements. Most of these proposed restrictions are justified by some combination of concerns about academic freedom, viewpoint discrimination, and chilled speech. For example, several commentators have proposed that decisions about whether or how to use DEI statements should be left solely to individual academics, because otherwise individual or department academic freedom will be violated. Others take concerns about academic freedom and free speech even further and maintain that DEI statements should be done away with altogether.
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concerns over academic freedom and viewpoint discrimination are likely overstated.\textsuperscript{131}

In this part, I propose that there need only be two restrictions on the use of DEI statements in faculty hiring and promotion. To be clear at the outset, a university or department may opt to impose more restrictions than what I propose here. My claim is only that there are two restrictions that should be imposed. The first is needed to respect applicants’ free speech rights. The second is needed to ensure DEI statements support the missions of the university.

\textit{A. Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Statements Should Only Be Evaluated for Contributions}

Given the legal risks involved in evaluating the beliefs expressed in DEI statements, universities should only evaluate DEI statements for applicants’ substantive contributions to DEI. Universities risk viewpoint discrimination if they give preference to certain sets of beliefs about DEI over other sets of beliefs.\textsuperscript{132} Similarly, universities risk chilling constitutionally protected speech if they use and evaluate DEI statements in certain ways, such as by signaling in job advertisements that they want applicants to express certain pro-diversity beliefs.\textsuperscript{133} Evaluating only an applicant’s contributions to DEI efforts avoids these risks and still enables a university to achieve the goals and benefits for which DEI statements are used. As long as an applicant is willing and able to teach diverse authors and topics in the classroom, the applicant can still promote a diversified curriculum and provide students with the academic and economic benefits that come with such a curriculum.\textsuperscript{134} And as long as the applicant is willing and able to research and publish on diverse topics and issues, the applicant can promote diversity in research and the representation of viewpoints that have historically been overlooked.\textsuperscript{135}

Since not all applicants have had significant opportunities to contribute to DEI efforts, it is also important that universities evaluate DEI statements for both the past and the planned contributions described therein. While there should be no requirement that planned contributions are given equal weight to past contributions, how the differences

\textsuperscript{131} See discussion supra Sections III.A–B.
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between past and planned contributions are weighed exactly is best left to hiring departments. Depending on a department’s specific needs, it may want to weigh past contributions more heavily than planned ones, or the department’s needs may lead it to weigh the two equally. At the very least, there is good reason to give planned contributions some weight. In particular, not doing so would place less experienced applicants at an insurmountable disadvantage as compared to applicants who have more years of experience.

In sum, universities should only evaluate DEI statements for applicants’ substantive past and planned contributions to DEI. We will unpack what makes a contribution “substantive” in the next section. The critical point here is that DEI statements should be permitted to be optional or mandatory, administration- or department-implemented, for hiring or promotion, and for pre-screening or not. The only restriction that should be placed on the use of DEI statements is in terms of how these statements are evaluated.

B. Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Statements Should Promote the Goals of the University

As a non-legal normative matter, it is not enough that the requirements and evaluation of DEI statements be restricted, in general, to contributions to DEI efforts. There must also be some way of distinguishing the meritoriousness or importance of different contributions. Since the meritoriousness of a contribution should not be evaluated in terms of it promoting some particular conception of DEI (as that would risk viewpoint discrimination or chilling protected speech), we need other metrics for evaluating contributions to DEI efforts. I propose two metrics, both related to the primary goals of all universities. The first metric is the effects of an applicant’s DEI contributions on student post-graduation outcomes. The second metric is the effects of an applicant’s DEI contributions on research and scholarship.

1. Student Post-Graduation Outcomes

DEI statements should be in part evaluated in terms of how the contributions described therein promote positive post-graduation outcomes for students. A positive post-graduation outcome should not merely mean getting a well-paying job, as there are other worthwhile things one can do with a university education besides entering the workforce. One might, for example, volunteer for a nonprofit, become an entrepreneur, a community activist, or an independent artist, write
a book, pursue post-graduate studies, experience more of the world, or join a monastery. In short, students themselves should determine what counts as a “positive” post-graduation outcome. The value of students’ outcomes should not be determined by university administrators, let alone politicians.

Although students should be the ones to say whether their post-graduation outcomes are meaningful or not, that of course does not mean employers, communities, grant providers, venture capitalists, or anyone else that could support a student’s post-graduation endeavors are unimportant. Whether a university graduate can sustain herself as an independent artist will depend on whether people buy her work. Similarly, whether a university graduate can succeed as a community activist will depend on whether her community accepts her for that role. Accordingly, whether certain kinds of DEI contributions promote positive post-graduation outcomes will depend on how well those contributions are attuned to the world outside the university.

Some might accuse me of putting the chicken before the egg. I am proposing that DEI statements be evaluated in terms of effects on post-graduation outcomes, but, the accusation might go, DEI statements need to be implemented and used before we can measure their effects on post-graduation outcomes. Thinking about an objection like this is useful for highlighting a potential misconception about my proposal. The proposal is not that a DEI statement should be evaluated in terms of how the DEI statement itself might promote positive student outcomes. A proposal like that is borderline nonsensical. Rather, the proposal is that DEI statements should be evaluated in terms of the likelihood that the contributions described therein will promote positive student outcomes. What is required to make such an evaluation is data relating contributions of that type to positive student outcomes. This in turn means that a university should have some data about DEI contributions and student outcomes before it implements and uses DEI statements in faculty hiring and promotion decisions. This presents the practical problem of gathering the relevant data. Fortunately, university faculty have been making a variety of contributions to DEI for decades, and data about how these contributions promote positive student outcomes already exists. So the real challenge for universities is collecting and synthesizing the existing and future data and then

communicating it to departments and hiring committees in a useful form.

But what if the data is not yet available for certain kinds of DEI contributions? If an applicant engages in such contributions, should they have no weight in a hiring committee’s decision-making process? Two points are important here. First, the bar for a kind of contribution promoting positive post-graduation outcomes should not be high. The contribution should not have to ensure or guarantee such outcomes. Rather, it should only have to raise the likelihood of positive post-graduation outcomes to carry deliberative weight. A contribution helping even one student achieve a positive postgraduation outcome suffices to show that the contribution makes such an outcome more likely. How much weight that raised likelihood carries, however, is a hard question and one that may have to be left to hiring committees to decide.

Second, while universities and hiring committees should rely on data collected through formal empirical studies, universities and hiring committees should also be given some latitude to rely on their own observations as well as self-reporting by former students. Such observations and self-reports will be especially important for positive student outcomes for which formal studies have not yet collected data. For example, it is hard to find reliable data on students who become volunteers or community activists.137 But members of a hiring committee may know of a student who went into volunteer work after graduation, who is happy in that role, and who attributes it to certain DEI activities at the university. The point is that universities should accept a range of methods and channels for determining whether a given kind of DEI activity promotes positive student outcomes.

2. Research and Scholarship

DEI statements should also be evaluated in terms of how the contributions described therein advance and promote future research and scholarship. In many cases, DEI contributions will advance research and scholarship by the contributions themselves being instances of research and scholarship. For example, prior research and publications about the effects of DEI efforts on student outcomes can promote

137. See, e.g., Student Placement, MASS. INST. TECH., https://ir.mit.edu/student-placement [https://perma.cc/2QB5-9HHJ] (reporting students entering non-profits and membership organizations but not volunteer or community service).
further inquiries into related topics. But that is not the only way for DEI contributions to advance research and scholarship. Universities should also consider indirect routes to advancement of research and scholarship. For example, some DEI efforts may lead to underrepresented graduate students feeling more welcome in their chosen fields—thereby staying in those fields and contributing their own unique work. Other DEI contributions may lead to the development of new ideas, topics, or research paths. And yet others may lead to more collegiality and collaboration amongst fellow researchers.

A not uncommon criticism of DEI statements is that they will reduce the quality of research and scholarship because they distract hiring committees from paying attention to the quality of an applicant’s existing and potential future scholarly achievements. This sort of criticism rests on two questionable assumptions. First, it assumes that DEI contributions and quality research are somehow exclusive activities—that universities do not get applicants that both make substantial contributions to DEI and produce excellent scholarship. This is of course suspect. Just as an applicant can have excellent records of teaching and scholarship, so too can they have excellent records of DEI contributions and scholarship. There is nothing inherent to DEI efforts that can allow one to conclude that they preclude or inhibit great scholarship. Second, the criticism assumes that hiring committees, or universities more generally, will hire applicants with stellar DEI contributions and decent records of scholarship over candidates with more substantial records of scholarship. On the one hand, so what? If those DEI contributions promote positive student outcomes
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or have downstream effects that promote the scholarship of others, then it may be in the university’s best interest to hire that candidate over candidates with more scholarship of their own. Again, the same goes for teaching: it can be in a university’s best interest to hire a candidate with greater teaching potential over candidates with more research potential. On the other hand, this assumption takes an unnecessarily cynical view of hiring committees and universities. Granted, most of the pushback against DEI statements appears grounded in distrust of those with hiring power. In those instances where a hiring committee does use DEI statements to abuse its power, of course something should be done to prevent such abuses from happening again. But such hypotheticals are a weak reason to believe that using DEI statements in faculty hiring will erode research and scholarship.

CONCLUSION

On January 24, 2022, the U.S. Supreme Court granted certiorari to hear a pair of cases requesting that the Court overturn Grutter v. Bollinger and hold that using affirmative action in admissions to publicly-funded universities is unconstitutional. The petitioners in these cases argued that affirmation action in college admissions is no longer necessary, does more harm than good, and violates the Fourteenth Amendment. On June 29, 2023, the Court agreed with the petitioners and overruled Grutter. As a result, public universities across the nation now have to abandon the use of affirmative action in admissions decisions and pursue other means of ensuring diversity in their student populations. Since affirmative action has been banned in California for over twenty-five years, and since California universities have been trying to increase student diversity despite this ban, other public universities should look to California for how to move forward.
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in a post–affirmative action world. One thing they will find is the use of DEI statements in faculty hiring and promotion.

However, if California universities’ uses of DEI statements are to stand as models for the new, post–affirmative action world, these universities will have to make sure that the models they provide are acceptable both inside and outside of California. I believe they will be acceptable only if they follow my proposed requirements of only evaluating applicants’ contributions to DEI and doing so in terms of student success and research advancement. As things currently stand, many California universities fall short. For example, some University of California schools evaluate DEI statements not only for applicants’ contributions to DEI but also for their “[a]wareness of inequities and challenges faced by underrepresented minority students and faculty.”149 While there is nothing wrong with permitting applicants to describe their awareness of inequities and the challenges others face, applicants should not be evaluated based on their expressions of such awareness. The problem, of course, is that awareness entails belief. I am not aware of the turtle in front of me unless I believe that there is a turtle in front of me. University of California at Riverside does better here, as it only asks applicants to describe their contributions to DEI and avoids telling applicants to discuss their beliefs, awareness, or recognition of DEI.150

Some California universities also fall short when it comes to tying DEI contributions to student success and research and scholarship advancement. University of California at Riverside is on this list because it fails to specify any particular contribution that would improve an applicant’s chances of being hired or promoted. Other University of California schools, by contrast, do better by describing types of DEI contributions that have apparent connections to student success and

149. Guidelines for Writing a Statement of Contributions to Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion, supra note 5; see also Demonstrating Interest in and Ability to Advance Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Belonging, U.C. BERKELEY, https://ofew.berkeley.edu/recruitment/contributions-deib/support-faculty-candidates [https://perma.cc/L5YN-JTE9] (“We evaluate faculty candidates in three main areas,” including “[a]wareness of and ability to articulate understanding regarding diversity broadly conceived, and historical, social, and economic factors that influence the underrepresentation of particular groups in academia. Life experience may be an important aspect of this understanding.”).

150. Commitment to Diversity, U.C. RIVERSIDE, https://diversity.ucr.edu/faculty-resources [https://perma.cc/7X2G-5D96] (“[W]e ask applicants to describe their past and/or potential future contributions to promoting a diverse, equitable, and inclusive environment, which is a key requirement of the role of every faculty member and administrator at UCR.”).
research advancement. For example, University of California at Irvine provides the following as desirable DEI contributions:

- Recruitment, retention, and/or mentoring of underrepresented students, faculty, or staff at the university or to the professoriate more generally.
- Presentations or performances for underrepresented communities.
- Participation in programs aimed at increasing the pipeline of underrepresented groups entering higher education.
- Public service activities and invitations to give talks within the field that address the needs of culturally diverse groups.
- Awards and other forms of special recognition such as commendations from local or national groups or societies representing underserved communities.
- Development of particularly effective strategies for the educational advancement of students in various under-represented groups.
- Studying programs to understand and enhance patterns of participation and advancement of underrepresented groups.\(^\text{151}\)

These types of contributions are laudable because it is not hard to see how each can promote positive student outcomes or advance research and scholarship. (I leave this as an exercise for the reader.)

Despite the existing shortcomings, the gap between where California universities should be and where they are is not large. So, it is possible for them to close the gap quickly and in preparation for the fallout of the U.S. Supreme Court holding that affirmative action in college admissions is unconstitutional. DEI statements are here to stay in one form or another and will likely play an increasingly important role at universities across the country.

---

\(\text{151. } \textit{Guidance for Writing Inclusive Excellence Activities Statement}, \text{ U.C. IRVINE}, \text{ https://ap.uci.edu/faculty/guidance/ieactivities/} \)
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